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BOLDRE STILL AND BOLDRE

 (April 2022)

Late daffodils - Boldre

The Reverend Canon Andrew Neaum became the “House for
Duty” Anglican priest of the lovely Boldre Benefice in
August 2013. The Vicarage in which he and Diana live is on
the edge of the New Forest, a couple of miles north of
Lymington in Hampshire. He is old fashioned enough a priest
to visit his flock in their homes, but “house for duty” clergy
are supposed to work only two days a week and Sundays,
which means visiting everyone in the parish takes a long
time. The following  are the April 2022 weekly ruminations,
aired prejudices and footling observations  that in the weekly
pew sheet augment his visits and  help keep folk in touch
week in and week out.  Earlier articles are available from the
Article Page on this Website:

 http://www.andrewneaum.com/articles.htm

http://www.andrewneaum.com/
http://www.andrewneaum.com/articles.htm


(447)  “This and That”  - 17 April 2022
One of the most interesting and talented priests I worked with in Australia was called Ellis Jones.

He was a product of Sydney University, philosophically and theologically acute, widely read, an
eloquent preacher, clever writer, and a broad-minded, witty and very funny fellow. 

Matilda
He was profoundly and thoughtfully high church and owned his own monstrance, affectionately

nicknamed Matilda. A monstrance is a large, hand-portable, gilded vessel with a small glass window,
behind which to display holy objects for veneration. The window is placed at the centre of a “sunburst”,
golden rays emanating from it. The most usual object displayed for veneration is the consecrated bread
of the Eucharist.

Because life had knocked Ellis about a fair bit, he was psychologically and emotionally fragile.
In some ways he was all the better for this. It meant he was insecure and unsure of himself, which is so
much more attractive in a talented priest than god-almightiness. Whisky helped him to cope.

Erudite and funny
My last two parishes in Australia were large and wealthy enough to support two priests, and so

bishops were always foisting curates on to me. Fed up with a succession of lame ducks, I decided to find
one for myself and it was Ellis Jones who came to mind. Years before, when I edited the monthly
newspaper of the Diocese of Ballarat, he had written erudite and funny articles for me. We appreciated
each other.

At that time I knew him to be a less than happy priest of a small and struggling rural parish in a
neighbouring diocese, in no way fulfilling his potential. I drove over to ask him if he would like to join
me as an assistant. He was more than happy to accept and so he became a stimulating, if sometimes
difficult, extremely thin-skinned and vulnerable colleague.

A devotee of Wicca
Every Thursday evening we would meet together at the Birallee Tavern in my parish, situated on

the banks of the river Murray, to drink beer, smoke, talk and unwind. They were enjoyable times. I had
given up smoking many, many years before, but at the pub with Ellis I would raid his packet with
unutterable delight and glee. He came to mind last week as I was trolling through my journal to find a
date and happened upon an entry that amused me.

A close friend of Ellis is on the verge of marriage, though sadly his fiancé
is a devotee of Wicca and all that witchcraft nonsense. Ellis baptized her
over the weekend. We expected the water to sizzle when it touched her and
that when she promised to reject Satan to hear great howls of anguish from
demons as they poured out of her ears, mouth and nose. It was not to be,
Satan departed not with a bang, nor even a whimper, he slunk off silently,
the cowardly bastard.  

Sydney’s John Heyter
Ellis was the product of a famous inner city church in Sydney, Christ Church St Laurence. It is

one of very, very few high church parishes in a diocese benighted by so Calvinist a version of the faith
it’s barely recognisable as Anglican. Christ Church has a superb, mixed-voice choir which, on festive
occasions, rumbles rafters and shivers timbers. I recall attending Evensong and Benediction there many
years ago and being thrilled to the depths of my being. The monstrance was lifted high to bless us,
glinting through cumulous clouds of incense, whereupon the  choir emerged ethereally from the cloud,
in full throat, to process down the centre aisle and out.  

What John Heyter was to St John’s Boldre for so very many years, namely the acme of devoted,
well-loved and well-loving priests, so was a priest called Austin Day to Christ Church St Laurence. Ellis
regarded him with deep, reciprocated  affection, to which my journal bears witness:

Ellis came round and said he’d received a letter with a solicitor’s address
on it and opened it in fear and trembling, expecting “a bluey”, (a
summons) for some long forgotten youthful misdeed.  It turned out to be
notice that he was a beneficiary of Austin Day’s will and contained a



cheque for eight and a half thousand dollars!  A wonderful bouquet for the
insecure old fellow. Tangible proof of Austin’s Days respect and affection
for him. 

Rest in Peace
Ellis was musical and a competent organist. On Good Friday our choir at Boldre sang a simple

and lovely version of the Reproaches that I acquired from him, transcribed in his hand and attributed
to no composer. I treasure it and thought of him fondly as it was sung. Best of all, he loved his Lord and
was one of very few preachers who could articulate that love with  intelligence sufficient to move the
heart, fire the will and deepen one’s faith. He died in 2020. May he rest in peace.

(446)  “This and That”  - 10 April 2022
Driving in a hearse to the cemetery, from my last parish church in Australia, we were escorted

once by a convoy of mighty motorbikes. It was for the interment of a bikie. The full throated roar of their
great machines, as we set off, seemed a deliciously death defying gesture, the smoke of smouldering
cannabis at the wake that followed, mildly hallucinogenic.

Gestures of defiance
The cemetery was fifteen miles out of town and so it was my custom to cadge a lift in the hearse.

It allowed the undertakers and myself to swap sepulchral tales and jokes. A welcome relief from the
emotional intensity and propriety of professional performance.

Gestures of defiance in the face of death can be heart-warming signs of the indomitability of the
human spirit. A  refusal to run away from death being the most impressive of all. Jesus of Nazareth’s
refusal to do so we celebrate next week. Those defending their homeland in Ukraine we applaud and
marvel at now. It acknowledges what Oliver St John Gogarty says in this little verse:

To Death
But for your Terror
Where would be Valour?
What is Love for
But to stand in your way?
Taker and Giver,
From all your endeavour
You leave us with more
Than you touch with decay. 

Bussing to a wedding
Weddings provide opportunities for couples to defy   convention, not death. I have witnessed

brides turn up in horse drawn carriages, mighty trucks, motorbike sidecars, a tractor, Lamborghinis, 
Morris Minors, old land rovers and even taxis. All good fun.  At St John’s we are soon to celebrate a
groom arriving in and driving a double decker bus, with the majority of wedding guests aboard. This
is a first for me and I love it.  He’s to do a reconnaissance trip beforehand to ensure Church Lane and
our car park can cope with the occasion.  

The first double-decker buses
The first double-decker bus was manufactured in 1847 in the U.K. It was horse drawn (typically

by three horses) with an open upper deck at half the price of the lower and covered one. The upper deck
was not initially popular for obvious reasons to do with the English weather. Even these early
double-decker buses had advertising on their sides. 

Although experiments with steam-powered buses were made in Britain even earlier, the first
motorised double decker was made in Germany by Daimler in 1898, with a 12 horsepower engine. It
reached a top speed of 12 mph. A newspaper report, describes the bus’s maiden journey in England from
the small harbour of Gravesend to the City of London on an April day as follows: “Every man, every
woman and every child in Long Acre and along Piccadilly stopped and stared at the vehicle as it
thundered past…” 



The latest double-decker buses
The latest, sleek double-deckers were introduced to London in 2012. Though modern to behold

they retain retro touches inspired by the much loved and fondly remembered London Routemasters.
They are fully handicap accessible and use the latest green technology, including solar panels.

The quintessentially English author, poet, artist and metallurgist, Richard Percival Lister
(1914-2014) has written the best of all poems celebrating the London double-decker:

Buses in the Strand
The Strand is beautiful with buses,

   Fat and majestical in form,
Red like tomatoes in their trusses
  In August, when the sun is warm.

They cluster in the builded chasm,
  Corpulent fruit, a hundred strong,
And now and then a secret spasm
  Spurs them a yard or two along.

Scarlet and portly and seraphic,
  Contented in the summer’s prime,
They beam among the jumbled traffic,
  Patiently ripening with time,

Till, with a final jerk and rumble,
  The Strand tomatoes, fat and fair,
Roll past the traffic lights and tumble
  Gleefully down Trafalgar Square.

(445)  “This and That”  - 3 April 2022
 Last Sunday, with the clocks moved forward an hour, and so later in bed than usual, I was
introduced, by way of  Radio Four’s Something Understood, to Bob Dylan’s haunting, blues number:
Nettie Moore, with its insistent, mesmeric beat. I have since played it over and over. 

Mesmeric
There was more than Dylan though. In 1971, the composer and double bassist Gavin Bryars was

working on a film about rough living around Waterloo and Elephant and Castle. They recorded an old
tramp singing, in a quavery voice, Jesus' Blood Never Failed Me, Yet. It wasn’t used in the film. 

When Bryars played it at home it was in tune with his piano and so he improvised a simple
accompaniment, noticing that the first section – 13 bars in length – formed an effective loop, repeated
in a slightly unpredictable way. He copied the loop onto a continuous reel of tape, thinking of adding
to it an orchestrated accompaniment. The door of his recording room opened on to a large painting
studio and he left the tape copying, with the door open, as he went to have a cup of coffee. On his return
the normally lively room seemed unnaturally subdued. People were moving about much more slowly
than usual and a few were sitting alone, quietly weeping. 

He realised that the tape was still playing and that they had been overcome by the old man's
singing. It convinced Bryars of the music’s emotional power and of the possibilities offered by adding
a gradually evolving, orchestral accompaniment, respectful of the homeless man's nobility and simple
faith. The old fellow died before his singing was immortalised, but 25, 60 and 75 minute versions of
Bryars’ composition are as mesmeric, in their way, as Dylan’s Nettie Moore.

Logodaedaly
Daedalus, the father of Icarus, a skilful architect and craftsman, was a symbol of wisdom,

knowledge and power in the ancient world. Imprisoned in Crete with his son Icarus he cunningly built



wings from feathers and wax to escape. He also designed and built the great Labyrinth for King Minos
and a lifelike hollow cow in which the King’s wife hid herself so as to be able to mate with a great white
bull given to her husband by Poseidon. Thus she became mother of the Minotaur. 

I dabble in the legends of ancient Greece because of an interesting new word I encountered last
week, derived from the Daedalus stories: logodaedaly. (Logo: word; daedaly: skillful) Its pronunciation
is obvious, once the connection with Daedalus is made (emphasis on Log and daed). The word means:
skill in using or coining new words. It occurs in a witty piece of verse by R P Lister about defenestration,
a topic upon which I expatiated some weeks ago.  

Defenestration    
I once had the honour of meeting  a philosopher called McIndoe
Who had once had the honour of being flung out of an upstairs window.
During his flight, he said, he commenced  an interesting train of speculation
On why there happened to be such a word as defenestration.

 
There is not, he said, a special word for being rolled down a roof into a gutter;
There is no verb to describe the action of beating a man to death with a putter;
No adjective exists to qualify a man bound to the buffer of the 12.10 to Ealing,
No abstract noun to mollify a man hung upside down by his ankles from the ceiling.

Why, then, of all the possible offences so distressing to humanitarians,
Should this one alone have caught the attention of the verbarians?
I concluded (said McIndoe) that the incidence of logodaedaly was purely adventitious.
About a thirtieth of a second later, I landed in a bush that my great-aunt brought back from Mauritius.

I am aware (he said) that defenestration is not limited to the flinging of men through the window.
On this occasion, however, it was so limited, the object defenestrated being I, the philosopher, McIndoe.
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